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Danie Mellor, A new geography (of 
dreams the heart which cast its own), 
2005, press moulded terracotta. 

Danie is a scholarship and prize 
winning ANU alumnus who graduated 
with first class honours and a PhD in 
Visual Arts. This work was donated by 
Danie to the University’s Art Collection 
in 2008.
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When the australian national university 
(anu) was established in 1946 it was with 
the ideal of creating a university that would 
be good enough to align australia “with the 
great and enlightened nations of the world”. 
more than 60 years later we are consistently 
ranked amongst the world’s top universities 
in international polls. By this measure we 
can claim to have achieved the founders’ 
goal, but we will not rest here. 

it is no coincidence that other top 
international universities – such as yale, 
harvard, cambridge and Oxford – have very 
large endowments. these endowments allow 
them to excel by giving them the freedom 
to support highly talented students, attract 
highly skilled staff, and support cutting-
edge research.

university endowments are relatively 
new in australia, but the idea that any 
student should be able to attend university 
regardless of their financial situation, or 
that universities should safeguard the 
future of australia by supporting our best 
researchers, is not new at all. Our own 
endowment for excellence already provides 
invaluable support to anu in these areas. 
Our thanks go to the more than 650 donors 
who supported anu to the tune of $9 million 
in 2008. the endowment was able to enrich 
the academic life of the university in 
countless ways. a few of the highlights  
of the year include: 

• the establishment of the anu korea 
institute, which will greatly contribute 
to australia’s knowledge of, and 
relationship with, korea. the institute 
was established through donations to 
the university.

• the establishment of endowments 
to support research in the areas 
of medical science, palaeontology, 
prehistory and anthropology. 

• new scholarships and prizes founded 
for students in art, music, english, 
environmental science, political 
science and international relations, 
and engineering and computer 
science, as well as to support 
indigenous students.

• three new bequests totalling over $2 
million, which will support the library, 
engineering research and law at anu.

all this in addition to the more than 600 
annual scholarships and prizes, 27 academic 
positions, key research areas, and public 
outreach already perpetually funded 
through the endowment.

We rely on your generosity and thank you 
most sincerely for it. We ask you to continue 
to help us grow the anu endowment for 
excellence to ensure that anu can go on 
serving the nation and its people by earning 
its place amongst the top universities in 
the world.

professor kim Beasley ac, 
chancellor 

professor ian chubb ac, 
vice-chancellor

Our thanks
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professor ian chubb ac, vice-chancellor 
with three students who were awarded 
scholarships from the anu endowment 
in 2008 (photo by stuart hay).

professor kim Beazley ac, chancellor 
(photo by Belinda pratten).

Our thanks go to the more 

than 650 donors who 

supported ANU to the tune 

of $9 million in 2008.



anu endOWment  
fOr eXcellence  
BOard Of GOvernOrs
2008 BOARD MEMBERS
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Ian Grigg AM (President)
Ba anu
senior advisor, toyota australia Board of directors

Carol Austin
Bec(hons) anu, Bsc monash, diped papua new Guinea
investment services director, contango asset management

Tony Hartnell AM
Bec llB(hons) anu, llm George Washington
partner, atanaskovic hartnell

Colin Neave AM
llB anu/melb
chief Ombudsman, financial Ombudsman service

Robyn Watts
Ba anu, ma reading, Grad dip Business management 
canberra
various Board directorship roles

David Chessell
Ba(hons) melb, mec anu, phd yale
director, access capital advisers

Ex-officio Board Members

Professor Ian Chubb AC
msc dphil Oxon, hondsc flinders
vice-chancellor, anu

Dr Allan Hawke AO
Bsc(hons) phd anu
chancellor, anu

The Hon Justice Annabelle Bennett AO
Bsc(hons) phd syd, llB unsW
pro chancellor, anu

Joan Uhr
director, endowment for excellence, anu

Melissa Lovell (til June 2008)
president, postgraduate and research students’ association

Michael Carmody (from September 2008)
president, postgraduate and research students’ association

Wildflowers on anu campus.
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ten years ago ian Grigg, as the inaugural 
president of the endowment Board of 
Governors, handed anu council the first 
annual report of the endowment for 
excellence. ian served as president of the 
Board from its inception until the end of 
2008, and in that time saw the endowment 
grow from a twinkle in the council’s eye to a 
major source of funding for the university’s 
scholarships, prizes and academic priorities. 
as i take over the reins of the Board i would 
like to take this opportunity to thank ian for 
his tremendous work as president over the 
past decade. the university has recognised 
ian’s outstanding service to anu by 
resolving to award him the degree of doctor 
of the university honoris causa in 2009.

in this report you will find information on 
the activities of the endowment for 2008. 
although the year saw australia and the 
rest of the world experiencing the worst 
financial crisis since the great depression, 
i am proud to report that friends of anu 
continued and even increased their support 
for the university during this time. By 
the end of the year we had received total 
donations of $9 million, a substantial 
increase on previous years. 

a couple of highlights of the work undertaken 
by the endowment in 2008 include
• Creating 35 new Endowment funds.
 supporting many new scholarships 

and research areas in each of the  
anu colleges.

• Establishing the ANU (UK) Foundation.
 anu currently has over 800 alumni 

known to be living in the uk, many 
of whom are keen to give something 
back to their university and to 
australia. this foundation, certified as 
a charitable organisation within the 
united kingdom, allows anu friends 
and supporters living in the uk to give 
to the university in a tax effective way. 

repOrt frOm the president
in addition, i am also proud to announce 
that the hard work and dedication of the 
Office of the endowment for excellence staff 
was rewarded in 2008 with several team 
members being awarded anu staff excellence 
awards. as chair of the Board of Governors  
i congratulate: joan uhr, director of the 
endowment Office, for the vice-chancellor’s 
award for career achievement, rhonda 
robinson, our Bequest Officer, for the 
vice-chancellor’s award for innovation and 
excellence in service quality, and craig 
johnson, our advancement manager, for the 
prize for innovative it application on campus.

reflecting back to that first annual report 
ten years ago i am delighted to see the 
increase in tangible support that the 
endowment is now able to provide.
• in 1998 we awarded 81 scholarships 

and prizes from the endowment.  
in 2008 the endowment funded over 
600 scholarships and prizes.

• in 1998 the endowment was able to 
provide salaries for six academic 
positions within anu, in 2008 that 
number rose to 27.

• ten years ago when the endowment 
had been operating for only two years 
we had 64 donors. By the end of 2008 
almost 3000 donors had given to the 
endowment for excellence.

this last point is key – without the support of 
our many donors, friends, alumni, patrons and 
advocates we would not be able to carry out 
any of the work that we do. it is with thanks 
to every one of you who have given to anu 
that we are able to remove financial barriers 
for students to attend australia’s national 
university, reward talent and innovation, and 
support research projects that will help cure 
diseases, conserve our environment, discover 
our past and illuminate our future. thank you. 
your support now is crucial for the future.

tony hartnell
president, Board of Governors

tony hartnell am, president, Board of 
Governors (at right) with phil mckenzie, 
then director anu marketing and 
communications unit, professor keith 
houghton, dean of the anu college 
of Business and economics and then 
chancellor of anu dr allan hawke at 
the 2008 donor reception (photo by 
stuart hay).

ian Grigg, then president, Board of 
Governors (middle) with professor mick 
dodson and emeritus professor allan 
Barton at the 2008 donor reception 
(photo by stuart hay).
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anyone who thinks that archaeology is a 
dusty, backward-looking task with little 
contemporary relevance should ask the 
women of jebel khalid for their view. these 
women exist in a bride-price society where 
the high cost of securing a wife means that 
men tend to be considerably older than 
their spouses, and hence closer to the grave, 
or else forced by the lack of employment 
in the region to work away from home. 
how is a woman to support herself and 
her children once her breadwinner has 
gone, whether to a saudi oil field or his 
final resting place? she can try to earn a 
living from harvesting more crops than 
her family requires for food, but this is a 
fraught business in the arid interior of syria.
But there is another harvest that has been 
a source of income for the local women for 
decades now. for 25 years archaeologists 
from the west have been uncovering the 
remains of a Greek military colony, spanning 
the period from roughly 300Bc to 100Bc, 
that existed in modern-day jebel khalid. 
“We employ up to 100 local people,” says 
archaeologist professor Graeme clarke 
from anu. “i’ve seen them grow up and 
have children. We have a lot of women, 
because the men are often away working 
on building sites in damascus or jordan, or 
working in saudi arabia on the oil fields. 
they are terrific workers.” the research at 
jebel khalid is supported via contributions 
to the australian syrian euphrates project, 
managed by the anu endowment Office. 
clarke says he is grateful for this support, 
as it allows him and his team to learn 
more about a singular location, as well 
as continue to work alongside the local 
Bedouin. “Ours is a very rare site,” clarke 
says. “it’s a window of opportunity of 
seeing what it was like to be a Greek 
coloniser and how they interacted with 

daily Bread, ancient BOnes

the indigenous population.” clarke has 
been leading the dig at jebel khalid for 
over a quarter of a century. “archaeology 
is a bit like academic gardening in one 
sense, but it’s a bit like detective work 
in another way,” he says. “you’ve got 
inference-free data that you’ve got to 
make inferences about. you’re constantly 
having to interpret. Otherwise there is no 
point. What do these material remains 
tell us about how these people lived, who 
they were and how they constructed their 
world? it leads from materials to ultimately 
something quite subjective.” One of the 
key finds at jebel khalid shows just how 
subjective archaeology can become. clarke 
and his team have revealed the ruins of 
a gymnasium, a space where the Greek 
soldiers and their sons would have practiced 
hand-to-hand combat. the building was 
a large, open courtyard surrounded by a 
covered ambulatory. spectators would have 
stood in the shade bordering the sandy 
yard and cheered on their favourite naked, 
oil-drenched and grit-speckled wrestler. 
among their finds, the archaeologists have 
discovered many oil jars and a metal strigil 
used for scraping off the sand and oil 
after a wrestling match. But the building’s 
ambulatory would also have been a place 
of learning, where boys were tutored in 
philosophy and poetry. this mix of physical 
and academic education brings to life how 
Greek this settlement tried to be, despite 
its distance from the cradle of Greek 
civilization. “this is the first building of 
its kind to be found from those 200 years 
after alexander in inland syria,” clarke 
says. “it tells us a fair amount about the 
‘Greekness’ of the aspirations of the city 
fathers at that time.” the nearby ruins of 
an acropolis also point to the how much 
the military settlement looked to Greek Bedouin women working on the dig at 

jebel khalid.

culture as its model. yet the scholar says 
that it’s a mistake to think of the hellenistic 
world as being exclusively Greek, arguing 
instead that they were great absorbers of 
other people’s cultures. “the ptolemys (a 
dynasty founded by one of alexander’s 
generals in egpyt) represented themselves 
as egyptian pharaohs. On the whole the 
hellenistic people were extremely adaptable 
and absorbed cultures from elsewhere.” “my 
real interest is in putting it all together,” 
clarke says. “how does it all add up? it’s 
very intense business. We go there for six 
weeks and we work desperately hard. it 
takes a long time to put all these pieces 
together.” the site at jebel khalid stretches 

over 30 hectares of limestone mesa above 
the euphrates, an expanse that might take 
another 25 years to sample properly. Given 
the rare opportunity to study a largely 
unsullied Greek colonial settlement from the 
third century Bc, clarke says it’s important 
that the work continues so we can enrich 
our understanding of the hellenistic world. 
he says the plan is to expand the dig to look 
at more of the domestic housing and graves 
of the poorer people from the garrison, to 
counterbalance the picture of the lives of 
the elite. as for the interactions between 
the western scholars and the local Bedouin, 
clarke says he hopes it continues for years 
to come.
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2008 financial repOrt at a Glance

although 2008 saw the world beginning 
to feel the effects of the global financial 
crisis, donors to anu continued to support 
the endowment for excellence with total 
donations reaching almost $9 million. this 
represents an increase of almost $3 million 
from the previous year. for detailed financial 
reports, refer to appendix a.

the endowment for excellence has four 
broad categories within which funds are 
maintained and which receive the majority of 
external donations that directly benefit the 
university. the most significant categories 
and the amounts as of 31 december 2008 
are listed below: 

Renewal Funds Scholarships  
and Prizes Named Foundations Inter-Institutional 

Arrangements 

$64.99 million $27.45 million $5.86 million $8.28 million 

Total Endowment Funds at end 2008 

Total Endowment  
for Excellence University Funds* Total Endowment 

$106.58 million $520.93 million $627.51 million 

*university funds. the vice-chancellor’s renewal fund, anu salary indexation reserve, anu css reserve, vc renewal css 2007 surplus 
fund and rsaa salary matching fund have been established in the endowment with university funds. as the funds were not sourced 
from external donors, the vice-chancellor may resolve to apply the funds for other university purposes outside the endowment. 



DISTRIBUTION OF 2008 DONATIONS
all of the seven anu colleges received support from external donations in 2008.

DONATIONS ACROSS THE UNIvERSITy IN 2008

TOTAL ENDOWED FUNDS ACROSS THE UNIvERSITy AT END 2008

Inter-Institutional

University Wide

Physical Sciences

Medicine, Biology and Environment

Law

Engineering and Computer Science

Business and Economics

Asia and the Pacific

Arts and Social Sciences

Inter-Institutional

University wide

Physical Sciences

Medicine, Biology and Environment

Law

Engineering and Computer Science

Business and Economics

Asia and the Pacific

Arts and Social Sciences
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the university’s realisable investment 
assets at 31 december 2008 were $1,037.9 
million. Of this total $681.6 million was 
invested through a balanced fund known 
as the long term investment pool (ltip) 
with exposure to all the major asset classes 
including domestic and overseas equities, 
listed property, fixed interest, alternative 
investments and cash. 

unit holders in the ltip include the anu 
commonwealth superannuation reserve 
account, anu endowment funds and other 
reserve accounts such as the long service 
leave fund. the ltip is administered in the 
same manner as a commercial unit trust 
with unit holders buying and selling units in 
the pool at market value and distributions 
to unit holders on a quarterly basis. the 
distribution rate for 2008 was six per cent. 
the difference between the distribution rate 
and the actual returns generated by the ltip 
is captured in the market price of units in 
the ltip. 

the investment return in 2008 was 24.6 per 
cent after the management expense ratio (mer) 
of 0.17 per cent. the benchmark return, the 
median return of the superratings pension 
fund crediting rate survey (Balanced Option), 
was -23.1 per cent. this ranked the university 
in 55th place in the superratings survey of 
88 funds over one year. 2008 was only the 
third year in the past 10 years that the ltip 
has not outperformed its benchmark. Over 
longer time periods the ltip continues to 
strongly outperform its benchmark. in the 
first seven months of 2009 the ltip has 
recouped a portion of the write downs 
made at 31 december 2008 and is again 
outperforming its industry peers.

Beginning in early 2008 the university 
actively moved to reduce risk in its 
investment portfolios. exposure to risk 
assets was reduced through the year with 
net sales of $88.6 million of domestic 
equities and $100.1 million of overseas 
equities. a full review of the asset allocation 
strategy commenced in 2008 and completed 
in 2009 will see the university maintaining a 
more defensive strategy going forward with 
minimal reduction to expected investment 
returns but with lower risk of capital losses.

INvESTMENT SUMMARy REPORT



named foundations within the endowment 
have been established to offer continuing 
support for study and research. these can 
be in the form of scholarships and prizes, 
conferences, seminars and/or lectures. 
each foundation has a charter approved 
by anu council and supports specific 
disciplines or activities of the university. 
Below is a highlight from each foundation, 
representative of their many activities 
during the year.

The Freilich Foundation held two major 
public lectures and hosted two visiting 
fellows – all designed to stimulate further 
conversations and research into the many 
manifestations and effects of bigotry. the 
annual lecture on Bigotry and tolerance 
was delivered by dr marion maddox on ‘the 
elusive inclusive republic’ and the alice tay 
lecture on human rights by dr penelope 
mathew on ‘Where is our place? seeking a 
home in time of insecurity’.

The visual Arts Foundation provided 
funding for the seventh annual drawing 
Biennale at the drill hall Gallery. the 
drawing Biennale features the work of 
artists for whom drawing is central to their 
practice, promotes drawing as a 
fundamental skill for artists, and highlights 
its importance and diversity as a medium for 
contemporary australian art practitioners. 
While continuing to raise funds, the 
foundation also decided to award its first 
undergraduate scholarships for study at the 
anu school of art.

anu fOundatiOns  
HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2008

The School of Music Foundation 
supported the re-opening concert at 
llewellyn hall in may 2008. closed since 
it sustained major damage in a super-
cell hail storm in february 2007 the hall 
was re-opened in style with new seating, 
a new ceiling and improved acoustics. 
the foundation also played a major role 
in advising the university on strategic 
directions for the school of music and 
continued to promote the school’s 
community links.

The Sir Roland Wilson Foundation 
held the sixth annual sir roland Wilson 
foundation lecture in september 2008.  
the lecture was delivered by mr ian 
macfarlane, ac, former Governor of the 
reserve Bank of australia, on ‘financial 
shocks and the macroeconomy’. the 
lecture was prefaced by a student debate, 
enthusiastically moderated by dr ken henry, 
secretary to the treasury. the foundation 
continued to award scholarships in public 
and economic policy.

The Foundation for Mental Health 
Research (affirm) funded a new 
postgraduate scholarship, launched in 
mental health Week 2008, which will 
support research into mental illness, a 
condition that affects most members of 
the community either directly or indirectly. 
also in mental health Week, affirm hosted 
a public lecture by professor diego de leo, 
professor ian hickie and professor helen 
christensen, international leaders in suicide 
prevention, mental health reform and the 
use of health technologies.  

14 15

an image from the seventh annual 
drawing Biennale. john scurry, Window, 
plant and bicycle, 1992, pencil and 
graphite, 26.5 x 35.5 cm. collection of 
the artist.
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the name and spirit of the canberra north 
rotary club will live on in perpetuity 
through a new endowment fund dedicated 
to supporting prostate cancer research 
at anu. the canberra north rotarians 
endowment for prostate cancer research 
was launched in may 2008 and will support 
research into the causes, prevention and 
treatment of prostate cancer.

prostate cancer is not the most common 
kind of cancer discussed in the community, 
but it is the most common cancer diagnosed 
in australian men. it is also the second 
highest cause of cancer related deaths in 
australian men. 

“prostate cancer is such a challenge,”  
dean, medicine and health sciences, 
professor nicholas Glasgow said at the 
endowment launch. “this wonderful 
donation provides a firm foundation on 
which to build our research activities within 
the anu medical school, the john curtin 
school of medical research and the wider 
college. it also provides a fine example 
for others who want to do something 
practical to support health research at anu. 
i sincerely thank the rotarians for their 
generosity.”

according to Brian lane, a canberra north 
rotarian and the associate director of anu 
facilities and services (property and Building), 
the ongoing endowment supporting 
prostate research has a two-fold benefit.

“firstly and most obviously we hope that 
through the endowment we can help find a 
cure for prostate cancer,” Brian said.

“On the other hand, given the age profile 
of current club members and the difficulty 
for rotary in recruiting new members, 
we had begun to seriously consider the 
limited lifespan left for our club. We wanted 
to provide ongoing commitment to a 
worthwhile cause that would give the club 
perpetuity.” 

“commitment to funding ongoing research 
for a disease that is the second highest 
cause of cancer deaths in australian men 
was a clear-cut decision,” Brian said.
 
the endowment will fund post-graduate 
scholarships for students undertaking 
research into prostate cancer as well as 
providing grants to support specific research 
projects in the area.

rOtarians fund prOstate 
cancer research

canberra north rotarians present the 
anu college of medicine, Biology and 
environment with a cheque to start the 
prostate cancer research fund (photo 
courtesy of jcsmr media).



majOr BenefactOrs
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many of our donors stand out for their outstanding generosity to the university over the years. Without  
the major support provided by these donors many scholarships, academic posts and research programs  
could not be sustained.

these individuals and organisations have supported the endowment by donating more than $100,000 and  
we thank them sincerely for their gift.

mr charles allen
australian consortium for social and political research
emeritus professor henry Bennett
Bhp Billiton pty ltd
mr anthony and mrs Barbara Brookman
Burgmann college
professor h. Burton (bequest)
crasys
crc for landscape environments and mineral exploration
emeritus professor robert crompton am and mrs helen crompton
miss joan duffield
emeritus professor frank fenner ac
dr joyce fildes Oam
dr alan finkel am and dr elizabeth finkel
mrs valmae freilich and dr herbert freilich am (herbert sadly passed away 8 july 2009)
mr Barry Goldsmith (bequest)
Government of the republic of iran
Government of the republic of turkey
mr anthony Granucci (bequest)
mr dennis Griffin (bequest)
dr nicholas Gruen
dr david Gruen
ms (Gwendolyn) Beryl john (bequest)
emeritus professor peter karmel ac, cBe and mrs lena karmel (peter sadly passed away 30 dec 2008)
korea foundation
lee foundation
reverend professor hans mol and mrs ruth mol
professor patrick moore
national health sciences centre
dr christopher and mrs Bhama parish
emeritus professor mervyn paterson and mrs katalin paterson
peter and patricia Gruber foundation
dr ruth pfanner
pOscO  australia pty limited
mr (john) Orde poynton (bequest)
rio tinto services limited
miss caroline simpson 
emeritus professor deane terrell aO and mrs jenny terrell
the al-maktoum foundation
emeritus professor peter treacy and mrs Barbara treacy
lady joyce Wilson
the honourable mr ian Wilson am
dr Gwen Woodroofe

professor stephen Wurm and dr helen Wurm (bequest)
dr elspeth young (bequest)

eight anonymous donors 

re-OpeninG Of lleWellyn hall
much to the delight of music lovers in 
canberra and the region llewellyn hall 
was once again able to open the doors to 
its concert hall at the beginning of may 
2008. the newly refurbished hall featured 
not only aesthetic improvements and a 
redeveloped performance space but also 
a brand new organ purchased with funds 
donated to the university. 

major donors to the organ fund, Bob and 
helen crompton, were delighted to 
attend the re-opening concert at which 
the organ was played by lachlan redd, a 
university medal holding graduate from 
the school of music.

robert and helen crompton at 
the re-opening concert.



Bequests
making a gift to the university through a 
bequest is a very powerful gift for the future. 
the generosity of many donors who in the 
past had thought of this type of gift, certainly 
are making a difference to our activities 
now. there are also a number of donors who 
are making contributions through a ‘living 
Bequest’ which enables them to see their 
gifts working now for the future.

the formal bequest program at anu, your 
Bequest: enduring support Beyond your 
lifetime, has been running since early 2007. 
in 2008 the program won the fundraising 
institute of australia (fia) act chapter 
award for excellence in fundraising, and at 
the time of going to press was awarded the 
fia national excellence award.

We thank all of our generous patrons who 
have committed to this program which 
will ensure that the students of the future 
will be well supported in their studies and 
research. 
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF BEqUESTS  
PLEDGED TO ANU

anu school of music student plays the harp 
for guests at the annual donor reception at 
university house (photo by stuart hay).

anu graduates celebrate their achievement.



With thanks tO...
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We are grateful to each individual and organisation listed 
below who donated to the endowment and other areas of 
anu in 2008. thank you for your generosity.

photo ©istock_amanda rohde

Guests enjoy a drink and a chat at 
the annual donor function (photo by 
stuart hay).

donations assist anu research.

christopher abbott
actewaGl
ida adamczewski
robert alderson
karl alderson
Bruce allardice
john allen
charles allen
erin allison
kulendran anaimugan
dorothy anderson
jan anderson
vivianne anthrak
john antoniou
vincent arthur
j. ashton
linda atkinson
australian arab chamber of
 commerce and industry
australian linguistic society 
australian scientific instruments
lesley Bahr
a. Bailey
vera Bailey
h. Baker
Baker & mckenzie
judith Baldwin
leonidas Barbopoulos
david Barker
keith Barnes
james Barratt
raelee Barrett
simon Barrett
allan Barton
janine Baumhammer
judith Beahan
tony Beard
robin Bell
Gillian Bellas
peter Bellwood
Bob Bennett
virginia Berger
ernest Bernau
Be Betts
Bhp Billiton pty ltd
kim Biddlestone
ian Biggs
verdune Biles
dorothy Black
john Blake

noel Bland
keith Boardman
Bodyworks australia
peter Borthwick
cheryl Bower
sandra Bradley
caroline Bradshaw
Brigitte Braun
j. Breen
anne Brennan
richard Brent
ken Brewer
margaret Brewster
nora Brickhill
arthur Bridge
nichola Bright
jacoba Brinkman
norma Briscoe
kay Britcliffe
paul Bromley
anna Brooks
e. Brooks
j. Brown
ian Buchanan
thomas Buckingham
pat Burbidge
christopher Burgess
john Burns
robyn Byrnes
Betty cain
margaret cameron
d. campbell
Barbara campbell
canberra versailles twin
 cities association
elizabeth caplice
peter carkagis
david carment
john caro
jack carters
Wally caruana
elizabeth carvalho
linda casey
allan casey
jesse chang
hilary chapman
the chessell family
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Studying in Australia as 
an international student 
is very expensive and 
I’m glad to be awarded 
the Alumni scholarship 
because that has made 
my dream of an 
overseas education 
come true. Having a 
scholarship is great 
because I don’t have to 
worry too much about 
working part time to 
finance my studies. I’m 
able to spend more time 
participating in  
a wide variety of 
activities that ANU has 
to offer and that have 
made my university 
education more 
fulfilling. These aspects 
of my ANU education 
had motivated me to 
further excel in my 
primary role as  
a student and I was 
rewarded with the 
Terrell Scholarship for 
my hard work.  
Thank you ANU!

veng hoong loh 
anu malaysian alumni international  
undergraduate scholarship

christopher chesworth
j. chiragakis
paul chubb
m chu-lou
Ben churcher
Greta clare
david clark
patricia clarke
Graeme clarke
des clark-Walker
jill clingan
joyce cole
peter cole
michael collins
comsuper
consulate General of the
 republic of korea
helen cooke
Bob coombs
pam cooper
luigi corbo
doris corcoran
kevin corcoran
john corcoran
j. corfe
kerry-anne cousins
i. cox
Brian cragg
Bob crawford
ken crawford
clyde croft
joan croll
robert crompton
margaret crowley
sally cull
phillip cullan
florence curtis
peter curtis
david curtis
dot cusack
Wendy dabourne
hugh dakin
john daley
frederick dalrymple
michael dang
elizabeth dangerfield
john dargavel
david darling
alan davey
edward davies
i. dawson

Graham dawson
david day
michael de B. collins persse
Witold de Waldorf
department of immigration
 and ethnic affairs
maurice deveze
john didimiotis
m. dimo
jim docherty
mick dodson
jane donnelly
marilyn dooley
jill downer
phoebe downing
michael drummond
joanne duffy
andrew duguid
m. dunwoodt
tim durbridge
neville duus
david dyer
r edgar
alan edwards
deborah edwards
clare edwardsson
j. elliott
simon elliott
j. ellis
j. ellis
helen ennis
simon evans
john eyers
di fahry
G. farleigh
thomas faunce
helen favelle
paul feigin
frank fenner
fieldforce services pty ltd
h. fink
philip finley
Brian fish
frank fisher
john fitzgerald
eric fitzsimons
l. folger
dennis formiatti
Glenda fowler
ken fowler
robert frecheville

herbert freilich
a french
friends of the australian
 archaeological institute at athens
friends of the classics museum
helen Gamble
joe Gani
laura Gardner
phoebe Garrett
john Gascoigne
tom Gavranic
W. Geering
neil Gentle
Geoscience australia
margaret Gibb
hugh Gibbon
Wendy Gibbs
alan Gilchrist
h. Gilchrist
sonia Gilderdale
Bill Gladstones
shane Godbold
Gan Gol
Barry Goldsmith
christine Goode
f. Gordon-clark
j. Gordon-smith
alexander Gosling
kala Govind
ken Grant
anthony Granucci
anna Gray
john Greenwell
michael Gregson
pauline Griffin
Gavan Griffith
duncan Grylls
steve Gutowski
david Guy
peter hall
a. hamer
carol hamilton
stuart hamilton
Brendon hammer
keith hammond
e hannaford
cheryl hannah
patricia harris
harris hobbs landscapes
derek harrison
Graham hart
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The ANU Singapore 
Alumni Undergraduate 
Scholarship has given 
me the chance to step 
out of my comfort zone 
and venture into a 
vastly different 
environment; an 
opportunity which has 
allowed me to achieve 
greater maturity, self-
reliance, self-confidence, 
as well as a broader 
perspective and many 
new friendships. In the 
process of developing 
my appreciation for 
another culture, I have 
also gained a better 
understanding of my 
own cultural values  
and biases 

chenchao Zhu 
anu singapore alumni undergraduate 
scholarship

anu kOrea institute Opened
at a ceremony attended by vice-chancellor 
professor ian chubb, korean ambassador 
he dr kim Woo-sang and head of the 
korea foundation, mr yim sung-joon the 
anu korea institute was officially opened 
in august 2008. 

the new anu korea institute will bring 
korean studies, research and teaching at 
anu together under one umbrella with 
the aim of promoting innovative research 
and intellectual dialogue between 
australia and korea and fostering a closer 
relationship between the two countries. 

the establishment of the institute would 
not have been possible without the support 
of the anu korea institute endowment 
fund, established in 2008 through donations 
from the korea foundation, the embassy 
of the republic of korea in australia, the 
australian embassy in seoul, Bhp Billiton, 
pOscO, yonsei university and various 
australia-korea organisations.

h.e ambassador dr Woo-song kim and 
professor ian chubb at the opening of the 
centre (photo by darren Boyd).

john love
anthony low
jovanka lozanovski
andrew lu
robert lunt
harold luntz
james macdowell
nan mackey
james mackie
ian mackie
mackillop catholic college
joan mahan
ross maller
mallesons stephen jaques
richard manasseh
duncan mansie
kathleen marshall
ian marshall
Graeme marshall
r. martin
richard masiulanis
jacqueline massey
thomas mautner
peter maxwell
jana mayo
isabel mcBryde
james mccauley
peter mccullagh
stuart mcculloch
steve mcdonald
peter mcdonald
janet mcdonald
Bruce mcewan
vacharin mcfadden
George mcGregor
Gavant mcinerney
alan mcintosh
peter mclennan
B mcleod
j. mcmaster
ellen mcneice
timothy meakin
susie melton
joanna mendelssohn
mary michalas
john middleton
adele millerd
joanne miller-desilva
elizabeth minchin
clive minton
nancy mithlo

richard ingleby
james ingram
duncan ironmonger
italian embassy
ian jackman
t. jackson
heather jackson
terri janke
mark jarratt
Beryl john
reginald johns
richard johnston
christine johnston
iain johnstone
nicholas jose
victoria jubb
john kalokerinos
peter karmel
d keefer
john kellett
j. kennedy
pamela kenny
Benedict kerkvliet
lucas kiely
alan king
john king
jeff kingwell
kevin kirk
paul kitney
G. knights
Bernard knowler
shirley kral
hans kuhn
neil laing
roxanne lambie
susan lawrence
john lawrence
john lee
kwan lee
George lefroy
antonia lehn
edna levy
m. lewis
maureen lewis
yan-Xia lin
a. lindberg
maurie linden
paul lindwall
james livermore
peter londey
Geoffrey long

tony hartnell
Bill harte
estelle hartstein
Gerald harvey
david hay
nicola hayhoe
john hayhoe
christopher heathcote
desmond heaton-harris
peter heffey
trygue hegland
hellenic club of canberra
Bob henry
john henstridge
Wolf herrmann
carolyn hewson
Beth heyde
john heydon
richard hickman
james higgins
stephanie hill
marji hill
roger hiller
rosanna hindmarsh
pam hislop
sarah hnatiuk
david hockley
roy hodgson
jan hogan
nobuo hokari
hokari minoru kinen 
shogakukikin Wo tsonoru kai
margaret hokin
andrew holmes
robin hone
r. hooker
Geoffrey hope
judith horswell
peter howell
sue howland
peter howson
amy hsi
john hudson
eric hummer
patrick hunt
phillip hunt
phil hunter
kerryn hunter
G. & n. hutchinson
claudia hyles
anthea hyslop



jackie chan Opens medical 
science educatiOn centre  
at anu 

international movie star jackie chan 
opened the jackie chan science centre, 
part of the new john curtin school of 
medical research (jcsmr) building at 
anu in march 2008.

in 2006 mr chan made a generous 
donation to jcsmr that funded the 
science education centre, which is 
designed to inspire the next generation of 
australian scientists by giving them an 
insight into the past success stories and 
current research at jcsmr.

initially consisting of a number of 
descriptive panels and windows into 
working laboratories, the jackie chan 
science centre will continue to develop 
as a place of discovery for budding 
researchers.

jackie chan unveiling part of the jackie 
chan science education centre at the 
anu john curtin school of medical 
research, with prime minister kevin rudd 
and jcsmr director judith Whitworth 
(photo courtesy of jcsmr media).
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rotary club of canberra north
Gabriella roy
royal thai embassy
jos ruhland
john russell
roslyn russell
p. russell
julia ryan
chad ryan
takashi sakazume
antonella salpietro
Brian salter-duke
margaret sammut
joseph santamaria
Gordon sargood
rob sayer
robert scopes
margaret scrivenor
tom scully
p. seaman
joy selby-smith
Brian seppelt
john seymour
ivan shearer
Gary shipp
r. shorney
anne sibly
nikko siddins
judith sienkiewicz
yuki sim
G. simpkin-hoskinstown
jamie simpson
max simpson-morgan
mark skimmings
michael slee
judy slee
david smiles
david smith
dione smith
margaret sneddon
jim snow
sochon foundation
philip solomon
david solomon
ernest spinner
allan spowers
haddon spurgeon
helene stead
francette stefek
Will steffen
marie stevens

Having heard of the 
strong research culture 
and emphasis on 
sustainability at ANU,  
I knew it was the place 
to be, in Australia, to 
realise my hopes of 
contributing to the 
revolution in green 
technology. The ANU 
Singapore Alumni 
scholarship enabled me 
to study engineering at 
ANU and at the same 
time, experience a slice 
of Australia in Canberra, 
ranging from the 
warmth of the people  
to the unnatural chill  
of the weather. The 
scholarship spurs me on 
to excel in my studies 
and make full use of the 
myriad of opportunities 
offered by ANU.

junyan tan 
anu singapore alumni undergraduate 
scholarship

leonie paterson
mervyn paterson
Zoe pearson
mineke peerboom
raymond pelham-thorman
david penington
james perkins
melissa perry
jan perry
nic peterson
Walter phillips
stanley pilbeam
jeremy platt
polish Women’s association
john pollard
pOscO  australia pty ltd
neville potter
Warwick potter
judith poulos
deborah poulton
Bill powell
john poynter
Orde poynton
Wilfred prest
G. price
probills australia pty ltd
robert prosser
roy quill
anne quinn
G. radford-smith
tarquin ralph
Wilga ramsey
ron ramsey
michael reade
ralph reader
lawrence reddaway
marg reddy
amanda reynolds
alexandra richardson
hazel richter
maurice rimes
allan rimington
scott robbins
c. robbins
lesley roberts
h. & j. robertson
martin roche
W. roediger
liz rogers
stephen ross
rotary club of canberra east

hans mol
michael moore
jean moran
katrina morey
john morgan
peter morgan
ian morison
peter mountford
Zabeta moutafis
anne mouton
mary mules
janet mulgrue
j. mund
Bogey musidlak
Bailieu myer
june nash
Betty nathan
national library of australia
claude neumann
john nevard
vasiliki nihas
nikias property Group
c nikolakopoulos
charles nixon
kate nockels
david nolen
d. nott
robert nunn
Bill nuttall
hiro Obara
m. O’connor
m. O’farrell
quentin O’keefe
Guy Olding
Bob O’neill
carmel O’regan
terrence O’rourke
john Ostroff
Our community
michael Owen
ruth Owen
k. Owen
elizabeth Owen
roslyn Oxley
Bill packard
carolyn page
denis page
jane paget
ruth parker
michael parkin
john partridge
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peter Waylen
colin Webb
m. Webber
c. Webster
jenny West
Bruce West
jacqui Wharton
annabel Wheeler
fiona Wheeler
michael Whelan
richard Whiley
Guy White
james Whitehead
deborah Whitfield
norman Whitney
i. Wiesemann
Wig and pen tavern
james Wiley
john Wilkin
Gael Williams
althea Williams
r. Willson
julie Wilson
trevor Wilson
michael Wilson
joyce Wilson
sandra Wood
helen Wurm
jacqui yates
jennifer yeats
margaret yeung
joanne yin
chris young
d. young
john young
Brian young
irena Zywczak

seventy-nine anonymous donors

len stevens
paul stewart
joan stivala
chung stock
adrienne stone
Beryl strusz
charles stuart
david sturgiss
lawrence styles
david sutherland
nancy sutherland
john sutton
susan sutton
antony taubman
Baden teague
jenny teece
the combined probus club
 of colleman inc
the harp society of victoria
the harper Bernays charitable trust
myrtle thomas
ian thompson
paul threlfall
richard thwaites
eric timm
allan timm
kevin tingey
emma tink
d. & l. tompkins
mark topping
jamie travis
peter treacy
Barbara treacy
clive trott
k tuckwell
robert tupper
uBs
q. van abbe
h m vandenbroucke
peter vandermark
ismay vaughan
morna vellacott
nissa villegas
maryanne voyazis
adrian Walkden
keith Walker
susan Wallace
louis Waller
darcy Walsh
carl Ward
patsy Watkins

australian universities have a long and 
distinguished history of philanthropic 
support from generous benefactors. it is a 
tradition of giving and sharing that is vital 
to the role of universities in advancing 
knowledge for the common good. 
universities recognise that the support of 
well-motivated citizens and corporations 
will always be important. equally, there are 
many in society eager to make a lasting 
contribution to the role that universities 
play. to ensure that universities earn 
and maintain the respect and trust of 
the general public, and that donors and 
prospective donors can have full confidence 
in the university, the australian national 
university has committed itself to this code 
of practice.

Responsibilities of the University

1. the university will welcome and 
respect the interest of individuals and 
organisations seeking to contribute to 
the university. 

2. the university will ensure that 
university staff engaged in donor 
liaison and the soliciting of gifts 
do not grant or accept favours for 
personal gain and avoid actual or 
apparent conflicts of interest. 

3. the university will ensure that all 
personnel involved in managing gifts 
exercise prudent judgement in their 
stewardship responsibilities. 

4. the university will ensure that only 
authorised representatives of the 
university undertake solicitation of 
gifts. 

5. the university will not seek or accept 
gifts where this would be inconsistent 
with the university’s mission. 

6. the university will at all times respect 
information about donors and 
prospective donors and their gifts and 
will ensure that such information is 
handled confidentially, to the extent 
provided by law and consistent with 
the donor’s wishes. 

7. the university will ensure that 
potential donors are encouraged to 
seek independent professional advice 
about the taxation status and any 
other business or legal implications of 
their gifts or potential gifts. university 
staff may work with such advisers to 
assist with gift arrangements. 

8. the university will ensure that 
non-cash gifts and gifts in kind 
are evaluated having regard to 
the university’s capacity to use 
the gift effectively, the benefits 
they may bring and any on-going 
costs associated with their use and 
maintenance. 

9. the university will ensure that all 
gifts are treated in accordance with 
the donor’s wishes, to the extent 
consistent with the letter and spirit of 
the law. 

10. the university will ensure that all gifts 
are dealt with in accordance with all 
laws and regulations applicable. 

11. the university will confirm the 
acceptance of all gifts in writing. 

12. the university reserves the right to 
decline a gift for any reason. 

13. the university will ensure that all 
donors have access to its most recent 
published financial statements. 

14. the university will ensure that donors 
receive prompt, truthful and complete 
answers to their inquiries. 

anu cOde Of practice fOr philanthrOpy
(adapted from the australian vice-chancellors’ committee, 2000)
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If not for this scholarship, 
I would not have been 
able to study at ANU. 
The scholarship is a 
window that opened to 
me a whole range of 
opportunities that ANU 
offers. The opportunities 
for growth are endless 
at ANU. It is a university 
that gives every student 
a fair go based on his  
or her merit, regardless 
of nationality or 
financial ability.

joshua neoh 
anu malaysian alumni international  
undergraduate scholarship
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15. the university will ensure that 
all donors receive appropriate 
acknowledgment and recognition 
being mindful of the donor’s wishes. 

Rights of the Donor

1. a donor can expect to be informed 
of the university’s mission, of the 
way the university intends to use 
the gift, and of its capacity to use 
gifts effectively for their intended 
purposes. 

2. a donor can expect that the 
university and its staff will actively 
and positively provide relevant 
information on the university, and the 
use of, and progress with, the gift. 

3. a donor can expect that the 
behaviour of individuals representing 
the university will be professional in 
nature. 

4. a donor can expect to be informed 
whether those seeking gifts from 
them are volunteers, university staff, 
or engaged agents. 

5. a donor can expect that their details 
will be treated confidentially and will 
not be shared with any organisation 
outside the university without their 
explicit permission. 

6. a donor can expect to be informed of 
the identity of the university’s  
key personnel involved in managing 
the gift.

www.anu.edu.au/endowment

a new look version of the endowment 
website was launched in 2008. the new 
website provides up to date and easy 
to access information on all aspects of 
the endowment from annual reports to 
endowment funds to news and events. 
please take some time to visit the website 
and send us your feedback. We are 
constantly reviewing the effectiveness 
of the website and would welcome your 
comments and suggestions.

neW endOWment WeBsite launched

[examples of the new look endowment web pages]
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31/12/2008 31/12/2007
$'000s $'000s

EQUITY

Accumulated Funds 639,296 632,095

Reserves
X Asset Revaluation Reserve (11,787) 218,486
Total Reserves (11,787) 218,486

TOTAL EQUITY $627,509 $850,581

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

Financial Assets
X Cash Balance 77,068 28,475
X Receivables 25 0
X Investments - LTIP 550,132 821,633

Investments - Direct Share Holdings 315 472
Total Financial Assets 627,541 850,581

Financial Liabilities
X Creditors (10) 0

Provisions (21) 0
Total Financial Liabilities (32) 0

NET ASSETS $627,509 $850,581

E

Endowment for Excellence
As at: 31/12/2008

Balance Sheet
The Australian National University

31/12/2008 31/12/2007
$'000s $'000s

Operating Income 
Donations $8,979 $4,414
Investment Income - Includes gains/(losses)on realisation $1,893 $22,127
RSAA Salary Matching Fund - IAB Funds Tfr $0 $4,000
Other $118 $78,077

Total Operating Income $10,990 $108,619

Operating Expenditure
Transfer of University Funds $0 $0
Scholarships & Stipends $2,160 $2,816
Chairs $941 $742
Academic Salaries and Oncosts $129 $6
Non-Academic Salaries and Oncosts $37 $34
Consumables $59 $81
Research Conferences & Travel $1,213 $186
Research Projects $770 $584
Other Expenditure $3,035 $337

Total Operating Expenditure $8,345 $4,786

Endowment for Excellence Operating Surplus(Deficit) $2,645 $103,832

Operating Income 
Investment Income - Includes gains/(losses)on realisation $22,256 $66,247
Other $5,000 ($78,000)

Total Operating Income $27,256 ($11,753)

Operating Expenditure
CSS Pension Payments & Fees $21,788 $23,688
Scholarships & Stipends $912 $741

Total Operating Expenditure $22,700 $24,428

Operating Surplus(Deficit) $4,556 ($36,182)

Non-Operating Income
Tfr of ANU CSS Fund to Endowment $0 $400,663

Total Non Operating Items $0 $400,663

ANU Comsuper Net Surplus(Deficit) $4,556 $364,481

Total Endowment Net Surplus(Deficit) $7,201 $468,313

The Australian National University

ENDOWMENT FOR EXCELLENCE

ANU COMSUPER

for the year ending 31 December 2008
Income Statement

financial repOrts
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The Australian National University
Endowment for Excellence
2008 Annual Report

Endowment for Excellence, Financial Report Summary

1 2
2008 2007 2008 2007

Total Total Total Total
Corpus Corpus Assets Assets

$ $ $ $
Named Scholarships and Prizes 21,650,060 20,954,583 27,446,038 34,725,700
ANU Excellence & Renewal Program 47,051,829 43,891,295 65,010,589 78,647,373
Inter-institutional Arrangements 6,629,284 6,001,990 8,256,255 9,558,337
Named Foundations 3,792,078 2,992,078 5,860,870 5,057,034
Endowment Total 79,123,251 73,839,946 106,573,751 127,988,444
University Funds 27,000,000 5,000,000 520,931,526 722,592,428
GRAND TOTAL 106,123,251 78,839,946 627,505,277 850,580,872
Add: Receivables 25,400 0
Less:  Provisions (21,322)
TOTAL EQUITY per Balance Sheet $627,509,355 $850,580,872

Notes
1. Corpus donations plus indexation at CPI rate on funds preserved in real terms
2. Sum of LTIP, Shares and Cash on Hand
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CRICOS #00120C

We have taken considerable effort to ensure the 

accuracy of this report. If there are any errors or 

omissions, please notify us at the Office of  

Endowment for Excellence. 

For more information about supporting The Australian 

National University and its activities please contact us. 

I Block, Old Administration Area
The Australian National University
Acton ACT 0200
T: 02 6125 7814
F: 02 6125 9698
E:  endowment@anu.edu.au
www.anu.edu.au/endowment


